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ENDORSEMENT

1 The plaintiff moves under rule 37 14 to set aside the order of the registrar dismissing his

action against Paul Scott and extend the time for service of the claim

Facts

2 Mr Ponone brought an action founded on negligent investigation against OPP Constable

Paul Scott It was based on his arrest on February 8 2005 of possession of a boat and

trailer worth over 5 000

On November 3 2008 approaching four years later Porrone was acquitted of the charge

by Nolan J in the Superior Court of Justice The allegation of negligent investigation

rests in large part on findings made by Nolan J in her reasons for acquitting Mr Porrone

She was critical of the investigation and Justice Nolan concluded of Constable Scott that

he settled on Mr Porrone as the wrongdoer early on and having made that

determination conducted the investigation in a manner that would support that

determination ignoring evidence that might suggest a different conclusion to the

investigation

3

The plaintiff hired counsel who issued a claim against Scott just within the time limit and

wrote to Crown counsel at the same time informing the Ministry ofthe Attorney General

of the action

As set out in the affidavit ofMatthew Dale Tab 2 ofthe Motion Record the claim was

not initially served and shortly after there was a change of counsel New counsel did not

realize that the claim was not served until the statutory time for service had passed and
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doubting the likelihood of success on a motion to extend the time chose instead to

commence a negligence action against the first counsel

It was after commencing that action and speaking with counsel for Porrones first lawyer
that Mr Dale took advice that led to service of the claim on Scott on August 27 2012

The registrar having given notice on January 26 2012 and receiving no defence or proof

ofproper service of the claim dismissed the action on October 1 2012 as abandoned

61

The parties are in agreement that a decision on whether to set aside a registrars dismissal

of an action as abandoned requires a balancing of the four Reid factors

In balancing these factors I have concluded that the interests ofjustice will be best served

by allowing The plaintiffs motion and setting aside the dismissal of the action I do so on

the following analysis of the facts not in dispute through the Reid approach

1 ExplanationofLitigationDelay

7

8

9 I am satisfied that the plaintiff has adequately explained the delay between the issuance

of the Notice ofAction on November 1 2010 and the service of the Notice ofAction and

Statement of Claim on August 27 2012 Action largely beyond the plaintiffs control

resulted in the file going through several lawyers hands It is clear on the affidavits of

Mr Dale and Mr Porrone that the late service of the claim which is at the heart of the

matter before me was an act of inadvertence based on a misunderstanding of the law

rather than an intentional act of abandonment

2 Inadvertence in Missing the Deadline

10 I accept that Mr Pon one always wanted the action to continue I acknowledge the

importance of the principle enunciated by Sharpe J A in Marche DAlimentation Denis

TherlaultLtee v Giant Tiger Stares Ltd 2007 87 O R 3d 660 Tab 2 Plaintiffs Book

of Authorities at para 28 The law will not ordinarily allow a client to suffer the

irrevocable loss of the right to proceed by reason of the inadvertence of his or her

solicitor

II The delay here is not in any way ofthe magnitude and gravity ofthe delay in Marche

12 Once the plaintiffs counsel concluded that it was too late to serve the plaintiffs claim it

was inevitable that the claim would be dismissed even after the service of the claim in

August 2012 ifno defence was filed The defendants could have chosen to file a defence

despite the late service but did not and instead took steps that brought about the dismissal

order on October 1 2012

3 The Motion is romptIv

13 The parties agree that this motion was brought in a timely fashion
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4 No Prejudice to the Defendaat

14 I have concluded that the defendant will not be significantlyprejudiced in presenting his

case at trial if the action is revived While the investigation it the heart ofthis case was

started in early 2005 the case ended in the plaintiffs acquittal only in late 2008 Nothing

before me persuades me that the plaintiff was responsible for this delay It was only after

his acquittal that the plaintiff could reasonably have been able to start this action This

Motion Record was served in January 2013 and only heard October 21 clue to a lack of

judicial resources

15 While memories are naturally affected by the passage of time the defendant a police

officer would have kept notes in the course of his duties that would have been copied in

the course of the prosecution of the plaintiff I reject the defendants position that the

plaintiff bears the burden of showing that such notes and other evidence has been

retained The defendant and the Ministry of the Attorney General are in the best position

to inform the court of this If there was a prejudicial step taken by the defendant in

anticipation ofthis matter being finished between October 1 2012 and January 17 2013

I would expect that there would be evidence of that before this court

16 In addition to the likelihood that notes and other evidence from the investigation have

been retained the defendant has the advantage of transcripts from the preliminary hearing

and the trial of this matter to refresh his memory These are clearly available The onus

remains on the plaintiff to prove the allegations on the balance of probabilities and the

totality of the delay here will no doubt affect his ability to successfully litigate He and

his witnesses will be unlikely to be able to rely on the equivalent of notes made in the

course of an investigation to refresh their memories

Conclusion

17j The motion to set aside the dismissal by the registrar was brought in a timely way The

plaintiff was acquitted in November 2008 and entitled in law to issue his claim close to

the expiration of the two year limitation period in late 2010 when the defendants counsel

was notified of a pending action While our civil procedure rules discourage delay and

promote the timely resolution of disputes the requirement of the prejudice being

demonstrated favours the goal of having disputes resolved on their merits Here the

allegations raise public interest issues that go beyond the private law remedies of the

parties and increase the importance of a hearing on the cases merits As I have earlier

determined that the plaintiff always wanted to proceed With his action and the delays

were not his fault the Reid factors analysis has led me to conclude that the requested

order is appropriate

18 The action of the plaintiff is ordered reinstated Time for service of the Statement of

Claim is extended to August 27 2012 The defendantwill have 180 days from the date of

this order to serve his defence
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Costs

19 Ordinarily costs are awarded to the successful party The plaintiff has been successful

but is not seeking costs The Crown seeks costs and has submitted their Bill of Costs

Given the strategic decisions chosen by the defendant and the decision not to consent to

the order there will be no order as to costs on this motion

Thomas J Car y

Justice

Date October 23 2013


